
	Remembering	those	experiencing	injustice,	
	A	time	for	contemplation…………..	

	November	2022	

	“Remember	 	those	 	in	 	prison	 	as		if		you		were		their		fellow	
	prisoners.	 	And	 	those	 	who	 	are	 	ill-treated	 	as	 	if	 	you	
	yourselves	were	suffering.”	Hebrews:	13:3	

	A	 	special		time		is		set		aside		in		Bishop		Alcock’s		Chapel		between		the	
	two	 	morning	 	services	 	on	 	the	 	�irst	 	Sunday	 	of	 	each	 	month	 	from	
	9.00am	 	to	 	10.15am.	 	Here	 	we	 	can	 	hold	 	in	 	mind	 	or	 	pray	 	for	 	the	
	people	 	whose	 	cases	 	are	 	highlighted	 	for	 	the	 	current	 	month.	 	This	
	meditation	is	open	to	those	of	all	faiths	and	none.	



	Taiwan:	33	years	on	death	row	

 Chiou  Ho-shun  has  spent  33  years  on  death  row  for  a  murder  he  says  he  never 
 committed.  He  has  almost  exhausted  all  opportunities  to  appeal  his  death 
 sentence. According  to  Chiou,  and  con�irmed  by  years  of  investigations,  he  was 
 blindfolded,  tied  up,  forced  to  sit  on  ice,  subjected  to  electric  shocks,  and  had 
 pepper  water  poured  into  his  mouth  and  nose  during  questioning. The 
 interrogations  lasted  up  to  10  hours  at  a  time.  Chiou  has  lost  hearing  in  his  left  ear 
 and  suffers  migraines  as  a  result  of  the  beatings.  Prosecutors  used  the 
 ‘confessions’  obtained  through  police  torture  as  evidence  to  prove  guilt.  No 
 material  evidence  linking  Chiou  to  the  crime  has  ever  been  presented  in  court. 
 Taiwan’s  Supreme  Court  ordered  the  case  to  be  retried  11  times  because  of 
 problems  with  earlier  trials  –  yet  Chiou  remains  on  death  row.  In  2003  some  of 
 the  police  of�icers  admitted  that  they  had  covered  up  and  failed  to  investigate  the 
 fact  that  another  death  row  inmate  had  confessed  to  the  murders  just  before  he 
 was executed. 

 Please hold in mind or pray: 
 ●  For Chiou Ho-shun, now an old man who struggles with illness 
 ●  For  the  government  of  Taiwan  to  give  Chiou  Ho-shun  a  pardon  and  let  him 

 go home 
 ●  For the government of Taiwan to abolish the death penalty. 

	USA:	25	executions	scheduled	in	Oklahoma	

 The  state  of  Oklahoma  has  scheduled  25  executions  to  be  carried  out  over  the 
 next  two  years.  If  this  is  maintained  Oklahoma  will  have  executed  over  half  of  its 
 current  death  row  inmates.  The  state  has  executed  116  people  since  1976,  a  total 
 only  exceeded  by  Texas  (574).  The  state  seems  intent  on  seeing  the  schedule 
 through,  executing  James  Coddington  on  26  August,  despite  a  recommendation 
 from  the  state  pardon  and  parole  board  that  his  life  be  spared.  The  Governor 
 refused  to  commute  his  death  sentence  to  life  in  prison  without  parole. 
 Oklahoma’s  lethal  injection  protocol  currently  includes  the  drug  midazolam 
 which has been implicated in a number of recent botched executions. 

 Please hold in mind or pray: 
 ●  For all those held on death row in the United States 
 ●  For Governor Kevin Stitt to call a halt to the entire schedule of executions 
 ●  For the USA to abolish the death penalty. 



	Iran:	LGBTI	defenders	sentenced	to	death	

 In  September  LGBTI  rights  defender  Zahra  Sedighi-Hamadani  and  Elham 
 Choubdar  were  sentenced  to  death  for  ‘corruption  on  earth’  and  ‘  smuggling 
 women  and  girls’.  Amnesty  International  believes  the  charges  are  baseless  and 
 that  the  women  were  targeted  due  to  their  real  or  perceived  sexual  orientation 
 and/or  gender  identity  and  their  social  media  activities  in  support  of  LGBTI 
 communities.  Iran’s  penal  code  criminalises  consensual  same-sex  sexual  conduct 
 between  adults,  prescribing  punishments,  such  as  �logging,  and  the  death  penalty. 
 Amnesty’s  research  shows  that  Revolutionary  Courts  lack  independence  and 
 impose  harsh  sentences  on  human  rights  defenders  and  others  under  the 
 in�luence  of  security  and  intelligence  bodies,  and  following  grossly  unfair  and 
 predominantly secret processes which undermine the right to a fair trial. 

	Please	hold	in	mind	or	pray:	
 ●  For  the  Iranian  authorities  to  immediately  quash  the  convictions  and 

 death  sentences  of  Zahra  Sedighi-Hamadani  and  Elham  Choubdar  and 
 release them both 

 ●  For  the  Iranian  authorities  to  ensure  they  are  given  regular  access  to 
 lawyers of their choosing and to their families 

 ●  For  the  Iranian  authorities  to  establish  an  of�icial  moratorium  on 
 executions  with  a  view  to  abolishing  the  death  penalty  and  to 
 decriminalise consensual same-sex sexual conduct. 

	Good	news!	

 In  August,  22  people  in  Malawi  were  taken  off  death  row,  leaving  only  three 
 people  at  risk  of  the  death  penalty  in  the  entire  country.  Earlier  this  year, 
 Equatorial  Guinea  abolished  the  death  penalty,  as  did  Sierra  Leone  in  2021. 
 Campaigners  against  the  death  penalty  are  hopeful  a  movement  to  abolish  the 
 death  penalty  is  sweeping  through  Africa.  In  1990,  only  one  country,  Cape 
 Verde,  had  abolished  the  death  penalty.  Today,  out  of  the   55  African  Union 
 member  States  ,   25  have  abolished  the  death  penalty  in  law,   15   are  applying  a 
 long-term moratorium on executions while   15   retain  capital punishment.  



	Sources	for	cases:	 Amnesty International 

 ‘  I pray for all of us, oppressor and friend, that  together we may succeed in building a 
 better world, through human understanding and love, and that in doing so we may 

 reduce the pain and suffering of all sentient beings.’ 
	Dalai	Lama	XIV	

	“To	clasp	one’s	hands	in	prayer	is	the	beginning	of	an	uprising	against	the	disorder	of	
	the	world.”	

 Please  keep  this  sheet  to  hand  and  use  it  in  prayer  or  meditation,  and  any  action  you 
 feel and �ind possible. 

 Your local Amnesty group can be contacted at  www.amnestyelycity.org.uk 

 ELY AMNESTY NEWS 

 Our  monthly  planning  meetings  are  held  on  the  �irst  Tuesday  of  each  month. 
 We  are  now  meeting  cautiously  in  person.  The  next  two  meetings  will  be 
 held  from  7pm  on  1  November  and  6  December  in  St  Peter’s  House,  Broad 
 Street, Ely, CB7 4AH. Anyone interested is welcome to attend. 

 Take  part  in  Amnesty  International’s  annual  Write  for  Rights  campaign  by 
 signing  cards  in  support  of  prisoners  of  conscience  after  the  morning  service 
 in  Ely  Cathedral  on  Sunday  20  November  between  12.00  and  14.00.  Your 
 support does make a difference. 

 Join  us  on  Zoom  for  an  Amnesty  Talk  on  29  November  at  7.00pm  when 
 Professor  Richard  Murphy  will  argue  that  taxation  is  a  human  rights  issue. 
 Details will be publicised on our website and on our social media. 

http://www.amnestyelycity.org.uk/

